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The Evolution Of Mankind And The Metamorphosis Of 
Thought 

 
The metamorphosis of thought is related to trivalent logic, and directly 

linked to the history of mankind’s evolution.  The widening of the horizon of 
consciousness is marked by the significant moments of man’s relationship with 
the natural, social, spiritual and ecosystemic environments. 

There are a number of such main triplets that are very significant in this 
respect: 

 

The first triplet  

This is the biblical one from The Book of Genesis in two verses referring to 
two moments of Creation: 

- verse 1: "Be fruitful and multiply and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds 
multiply on the earth." [1:22] 

- verse 2: "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have 
dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every 
living thing that moves upon the earth." [1:28] 

 The two verses are two succesive stages which have strongly imprinted 
history – the first stage lead to a neolithic patriarchal society, while the second 
stage lead to a warlike and conquering society which later caused the economic 
war, the consumption of the natural environment, and the current destruction of 
the ecosystem. 

 We notice that in the second verse, the growth (”be fruitful”)  depends 
directly upon multiplication and dominance – which has led to the current 
population explosion. 

 In the first verse, growth was conditioned by multiplication and filling – 
which proves the existence of an agrarian society. 
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 The two populations coexist to this day and condition the crises, or the 
solving of the current crises. 

Unfortunately, the warrior type population which has led to competition 
and (at least economic) war, has embraced Keynes’ economic philosophy as if it 
were another Bible.  Man’s definition as ’an egocentrical being that fights to have 
maximum profit with minimal effort’ has become a way of life, leading to the 
speculative capital which has generated the current financial crises and the 
population’s impoverishment. 

 

The second triplet  

This comes from Buddhism and is: detachment, compassion, love.  It’s 
extremely obvious that this is a totally different society from that described in the 
Old Testament. 

The obvious conclusion is that detachment is in direct relation to 
compassion and love.  Stress comes from the lack of compassion and love.   

Just as obvious is the conclusion that, love comes only if there is 
compassion for- and detachment of your partner.  Also, compassion for other 
people’s problems, or the world’s problems does not appear unless one is a 
person full of love (people don’t care much about each other anymore) and 
detached. 

Because love and detachment are no longer in the lives of the majority of 
people, there is no more compassion either. 

 

The third triplet 

 The third triplet is the Christic: „love thy neighbour as yourself”, „turn the 
other cheek”, „forgive the wrongs others have done to us”. 

 Here too, we discover the causal relationship: love and forgiveness lead to 
the turning/reversing of events. 

 An example in this direction is a civil war in an arabic country which had 
been going on for many years between two opposing militias.  At one point, the 
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local king declared a general amnesty for those who would depose their weapons 
during the following week, with the threat that those who didn’t would be hunted 
down and killed.  The result was a lasting peace, in force to this day. 

 Also, love and turning/reversing lead to forgivness.  If you want to be 
forgiven, you must love and change your behaviour for the better.   

The last conclusion is also wonderful: if you forgive and change your 
behaviour, you will find love, no matter what you did previously. 

 

The fourth triplet 

 There is another, hidden, triplet: The Father, The Son and the Holy Ghost. 

An interpretation of this triplet could be that the Holy Ghost appears when 
the father and the son are at peace – there is no conflict in the family. 

Changing the perspective, the Holy Ghost makes you a father by giving you 
a son, and when the Holy Ghost blesses your son, you truly feel a father. 

 

The fifth triplet  

”Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” generated historical events that changed the 
face of the world. 

At a closer analysis we notice that liberty and fraternity have generated 
freedom.  We are no longer free, but slaves to money – that is why we are no 
longer equal, we are no longer brothers which collaborate, which enhances our 
slavery. 

Also, liberty and fraternity generate equality, and freedom and equality 
generate fraternity.   I was recently in Cuba where people, although poor, were 
like brothers, sharing everything between them.  Ordinary people were just as 
poor or as rich. 
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A last example of a triplet, which in the trivalent logic can generate another 
history and close the circle that started in „be fruitful, multiply and dominate the 
earth”, is the opposite: evolve, do not multiply excessively, and protect the 
Earth. 

The conclusions are clear: without personal evolution and diminishing of 
the rate of excessive multiplication we will destroy the Earth. 

Without personal evolution and without protecting the Earth we will not 
stop our rate of multiplication (it is easy to lead a good demographic policy 
without wars and destruction). 

The last conclusion is the following: if we cease to multiply excessively and 
if we protect the planet, we will evolve as human beings. 

It is interesting that trivalent logic makes us understand true spirituality and 
teaches us to think for ourselves.   

It is also noteworthy that the prophet Malachias predicted that the current 
pope would be the last in history.  He also predicted a devastating war. 

It is up to each of us to prevent these things from happening. 

If trivalent logic is introduced in the lifetime of a single generation from 
schools to the streets – it can save us. 

Even Christ said „I have not come to bring peace, but a sword” (Matthew 
10:34), understanding how people without souls would act.  It is possible that 
trivalent logic maliciously targeted creates war, because money, stress, slavery 
also form a sustainable triplet.  But without positive trivalent logic we will destroy 
the Earth and ourselves. 

For this, we call upon all people to reason, because by destroying the Earth, 
they destroy themselves.  Our call can offset the danger because, in contrast to 
the Christian era, we have Internet that reaches into every home and connects 
people.    

We can communicate more than we ever did throughout our entire history, 
we can collaborate via professional networks, we can act together to right the 
wrongs, and live in peace. 
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Collaboration, acting together, and life in peace also form a self-sustaining 
triplet. 

 

Florian Colceag  

President of The Human Knowledge Research and Development Institute 

 

Send this message all over the world 


